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ABSTRACT 

The study aims at measuring the farmers' 
commitment degree to crop rotation (dependent 
variable) through a measurement indicator, identi
fying the differences between economic produc
tion and social relationships within rural families 
from on side and between farmers from other side 
resulted from changing crop rotation commitment, 
finally identifying the relationship between some 
personal characteristics of interviewed farmers and 
their commitment degree to crop rotation. 

The study was carried out in "Talah" village, 
Menia district "markaz", Menia governorate, and 
"Teleen" village, Menia AI-Kamh" district 
"markaz", Sharkia governorate. In order to 
achieve the previous objectives, personal inter
view questionnaire was used, after testing its va
lidity and data collection took place between (Oc
tober-December) 2004. ' 

The following statisticlU ine'th6ds were used: 
Pearson simpi:'correiation coefficient, analysis of 
variance, multi-correlation regression analysis 
(stepwise), frequencies and percentages. 

The most important study's results can be summa
rized as follows: 
•	 The significance of the following variables 

forming the measurement indicator of the de
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pendent variable (farmers' commitment degree 
to crop rotation) was proven: frequent visits to 
services centers (before / after) cancellation of 
cr,op rotation, satisfaction upon economic lib
eralization policy, farmers attitude towards ag
riculture extension (before / after) cancellation 
of crop rotation and degree of novelty, as these 
four variables explain about 99% of variance 
in the total measurement indicator of the de
pendent variable. 

•	 There was opposite correlative relationship 
between the following variables forming the 
economic production relationships within the 
rural family: land ownership, production, bio
logical control, marketing, production inputs 
and the farmers' commitment degree to crop 
rotation (dependent variable) at significant 
level of 0.0 I. 

•	 There was opposite correl.ative relationship 
between the pattern of social rdationships 
within the rural family and farmers'commit
ment degroo to crop rotation (dependent vari
able) at significant level ofO.OI. 

•	 ,1he~e was opposite correlative, relationship 
between the following variables forming the 
economic production relationships among 
farmers: irrigation processes, production, mar
keting, and the farmers' commitment degree to 
crop rotation (dependent variable) at· signifi
cant level of 0.01. 

•	 There was opposite correlative relationship 
between the pattern of social relationships 
among farmers and farmers' commitment de
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gree to crop rotation (dependent variable) at 
significant level of 0.0 I. 

•	 There was opposite correlative relationship 
between the following independent variables: 
agricultural land own.ersh ip, agricultural ma
chinery ownership, animal ownership, family 
size, organizations membership and geo
graphic cosmopoliteness and farmers' com
mitment degree to crop rotation (dependent 
variable) at significant level of 0.0 I. Whereas 
it was direct correlative relationship between 
environmental damage degree. 

•	 There were seven independent variables: agri· 
cultural land ownership, agricultural machin· 
ery ownerShip, animal ownership, organiza
tions membership, geographic cosmopolite
ness, family size that explain about 15% of the 
variance in the dependent variable. 

•	 The most important farmers suggested mecha
nisms to return the c:rop rotation were as fol
lows: raising farmers awareness through meet
ing~ and tA[t:nsion campaigns, provide agricul
ture inputs with reasonable prices, no govern
mental interference in selling crops, mechani
cal control through ministry of agriculture, 
monitoring seeds and fertilizers in markets, 
organize and divide agriculture land beds to 
ease biological control and spraying. 

INTRODUCTION 

Rural communities are the core of the Egyptian 
society, as about 34.5 million inhabitants live in it, 
representing about 54% of total population (63.8 
million) in the average period 1996-2000. Agricul
ture and related activities represent the main rural 
people activities and rural income represents about 
55%, whereas about 45% comes from other re
sources. 

Therefore, the agriculture sector is one of the 
most important sectors in the Egyptian national 
economy, as it contributes with about 20% of 
GDP and about 32% work in it, agriculture ex
ports represent about 20% of total national exports 
in the 90s. Additionally, this sector provides raw 
materials and inputs for both agriculture and in
dustrial activities. 

Although, thE:' import:>nce of rural communities 
and agriculture sector to national economy, but 
agriculture investment does not exceed 8% of total 
national investments and investments in rural ar
t:as of Egypt represent about 27% of total national 
investments. 

Egypt witnessed three main stages in develop
ing its economy and policies. First stage, after the 
1952 revolution, Egypt witnessed new political 
and economic system and agriculture reform and 
interference of the state aiming to make economic 
and social changes in rural areas to improve peo
ple's livelihoods in the long term. 

The new agriculture policy focused on re
distribution of agriculture wealth and income to 
achieve social justice in the rural sector, besides 
developing agriculture resources and maximiza
tion of agriculture production, using various agri
culture policies such as pricing, marketing and 
productivity and such trend continued until 1986. 

Second stage, the period 1974-1985 was dis
tinguished by forming the first integrated agricul
ture strategy in the 80s, which its main objectives 
to	 achieve food security, develop agriculture in
come, develop desert areas and people senlemC'nt 
in such areas, improve infrastructure, achieve so
cial justice in the rural sector, provide job oppor
tunities and increase agriculture institutions efti
clency. 

Third stage, in the periud 1986-llJlJ9 wllich 
was characterized with applying eCOlllllnil: n:lill"IIJ 

policies in all Egyptian economic sel:tors and the 
agriculture sector was pioneer in that ft:gard" III 
this period condensed reform in state economic 
policies took place such as: canceling state control 
over cropping patterns, liberalization of agricul
ture pricing system, no subsidize in production 
inputs, private sector participation in production 
inputs trade and agriculture crops, re-adjusting the 
relationship between agriculture land" owners and 
tenants, farmers free to produce and market. Be
side, crop rotation was canceled, which actually 
had in the past positive impacts on soil fertility, 
productivity and remedy the occurred gabs in the 
production of many strategic crops. 

Accordingly, and due to rapid changes in the 
world and free economic policies, many economic 
confederations '-merged, besides signing the EU 
partnership convention which allowed the Egyp
tian agriculture sector to incrcase its cxportcu 
share of various agriculture crops with relative 
advantages and competitiveness. Though, Egypt 
had to shift towards new dynamic systems to cope 
with such changes, through thc prcviuus mcn
tioned structural re/orms policies in agriculture 
sector. 

Most of the applied policies in the agriculture 
sector, particularly canceling the crop rotation had 
both positive and negative impacts on various 
slakeholders; farmers, agriculture service centers 
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and extension, economic production and patterns given a numeric code (4, 3, 2, I) conse

of social relationships within rural families from quently before / after cancellation of crop
 
one hand and farmers from anotper. Besides some rotation and gathered in a total value then
 
farmers were with or against such cancellation, all subtracted.
 
previous points reflect tjle impqrtance of recent • farmers' attitudes towards agriculture ex

study and its objectives in same time. tension before / after cancellation of crop
 

rotation: a group of positive and negative 
Study's objectives statements were formed and measured in 

the same previous way. 
Accordingly, the study objectives can be deter • Applying the recent non-obligatory crop ro

mined as follows: tation: farmers were asked whether they 
I.	 Measurement of farmers' commitment degree apply or not the recent crop rotation and 

to crop rotation (dependent v~riable) through given a numeric code (2, 1) consequently 
forming a measurement indicator. then gathered in a total value and was con· 

2.	 Identify differences in economic production sidered the after impact of canceling crop 
relationships and patterns of social relation rotation, while the before impact was hypo
ships within rural families and among farmers thetical as all farmers were obliged to apply 
as a result of changing commitment pattern of the crop rotation. 
crop rotation.	 • Satisfaction upon economic liberalization 

3.	 Identify the relationship between some inter policy: a group of statements representing 
viewees' personal characteristics and their economic liberalization items were formed 
commitment degree to crop rotation. e.g. cancellation of crop rotation, noobliga

4. Identify farmers suggested mechanisms to re tory crops delivery to the state, private sec
turn crop rotation or improve recent situation. tor participation in agriculture inputs trade 

etc. A scale of three units was used (satis
Study's Methodology fied, to some extent, not satisfied) given a 

numeric code (3, 2, I) consequently then 
The study used both descriptive and quantitative gathered in a total value. 

methodologies in fulfilling its problem and testing • Novelty degree: A scale of five units was 
its hypothesis. used (never apply, ask first, wait unti.1 tri
The following shows studied variables and its nu aled by others, trial first by myself, apply) 
meric transformation techniques (Table 1): given a numeric code (I, 2, '3, 4, 5) conse

quently then gathered in a total value. 
1.	 Dependent variable: incllide the overall 

measurement indicator of farmers' commit 2. Independent variables: include the following 
ment degree to crop rotation, formed from the variables: educational status, age, agricultural 
following variables: frequent visits to services land ownership, agricultural machinery owner
centers before / after cancellation of crop rota ship, animal ownership, family size. no. of 
tion, farmers' attitudes towards agriculture ex family members working in agriculture, or
tension before / after cancellation of crop rota- . ganizations membership~ years of experience 
tion, applying the recent non..obligatory crop . in agriculture work, culture cosmopolitness. 
rotation, satisfaction upon economic liberaliza geographic cosmopolitness, destiny faith, lead
tion policy, and novelty degree. The pre-post ership, land distribution (in one piece/ frag
impacts Of the first three variables were meas mented), environmental damage·tJegree, eco
ured, and then all five' variables were com nomic production relationships and pattern of 
puted and gathered in one indicator. The fol social relationships within rural families and 
lowing shows the variables numeric transfor among farmers. The following shows the vari
mation techniques: ables numeric transformation techniques: 

• Frequent visits to services centers before / • Educational status: A scale of seven units 
after cancellation of crop rotation: includes was used (illiterate, read and write, elemen
farmers' frequent visits to services centers tary, preparatory, medium education de
(e.g. agriculturallfcoperatives, village bank, gree, over medium education degree, uni
and extension centre). A scale of four units versity) and given a numeric code (I, 2, 3, 
was used (always, sometimes, rarely, no) 4,5,6, 7) consequently. 
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Table 1. Numeric transformation ofdependent and some independent ~ariables for studied sample 0

Arithmetic 

MeanlMode 

Standard 

Deviation 

Range 

Minimum Maximum 
.'lo. 

I 

% 

2 

No.• % No. 

3 

% 

Categories 

4 

No. % No. 

c;-
% 

6 

No. % 

'"i 

No. % 

: Dependent variable: 

IFanners' commitment 32.35 11.27 1.00 76 84 28.0 205 68.3 II 3.7 

I degree to crop rotation 

Independent variables: 

;l> 
::l 
::l 
~ 

iii 
;l> 

<t:l 
fi' 
t/) 

!:l. 
v. 
tv 

,..." 

tv 
~ 

tv 
0 
0 
-J 

Educational status 

IAge 

Agriculture land ownership 

Machinery ownership 

Animal cwnership 

Family size 

Organization membership 

Years of experience in 

agriculture work 

Culture cosmopolitness 

2.67 

48.12 

87.27 

2.04 

408 

5.58 

7.8 

29.8 

11.35 

1.7 

11.20 

159.38 

1.7 

3.02 

2.7 

9.11. 

14.43 

3.7 

1.00 

25.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

1.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

7.00 

76.00 

1200.0 

9.00 

16.86 

14.00 

57.00 

70.00 

21.00 

89 

46 

109 

37 

26 

17 

39 

39 

162 

29.7 

15.3 

36.3 

12.3 

8.7 

5.7 

13.0 

13.0 

54.0 

104 

68 

135 

176 

39 

82 

240 

61 

102 

34.7 

22.7 

45.0 

58.7 

13.0 

27.3 

80.0 

20.3 

34.0 

22 

106 

21 

59 

108 

88 

17 

200 

36 

7.3 

35.3 

7.0 

19.7 

36.0 

29.3 

5.7 

66.7 

12.0 

17 

49 

9 

28 

127 

113 

4 

5.7 

16.3 

3.0 

9.3 

42.3 

37:7 

1.3 

48 

31 

26 

16.0 

10.3 

8.7 

9 3.0 II 3.7 

a 
~ 
::T 
~ 
::l 

tTl 

3" 
~ 
::l 
0 
::tl 

Geographic cosmopolitness 8.9 '.".2.37 5.00 1600 149 49.7 125 4\.7 26 8.7 

Leadership 15./ ) 4.04 6.00 24.00 72 24.0 159 53.0 69 23.0 

Destiny faith 9.00 3.35 3.00 1600 149 49.7 100 33.3 51 17.0 

Environmental damage 18.03 4.108 5.00 2500 40 13.3 160 53.3 100 33.3 

degree 

Source: study's sample (300 fanners.). 
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Table I-I. Follow Numeric transformation of the other independent variables for studied,sample 

, . - '- ~~ . 

r Variables Mode I 
No. 

Economic production rela
tionship within the families: 
Land ownership I 197 
Irrigation processes 2 47 
Production I 185 
Biological control I 153 
Marketing 1 173
 
Production inputs I 165
 
Agriculture processes 3 10
 
Patterns of social relation
ships within rural families:
 
Cooperative 3 32
 
Competitive 2 34
 
Conflict 2 110
 
Economic production rela
tionship among farmers:
 
Land ownership 1 159
 
Irrigation processes 2 122
 
Production I 234
 
Biological control I 208
 
Marketing I 201
 
Production inputs I 239
 
Agriculture processes 2 58
 
Patterns of social relation
ships amor.t~ rnriilers: -~
 
Cooperative 2 91
 
Competitive 2 52
 
Conflict I 105
 
Land distribution (I bed/2
 

I 153beds) 
,

Source: study s sample (300 farmers) 

•	 Age: crude number and then divided into 
five categories. 

•	 _Agricultural land ownership: the size of 
land ownership and then divided into five 
categories. 

•	 Agricultural machinery ownership: meas
ured by number and type of machinery and 
then gathered tn a total value after trans
forming it to its relevant measurement units 
of each type and then divided into four 
categories (own, small ownership, medium 
ownership, high ownership). 

•	 Animal ownership: measured in the same 
previous variable measurement. 

•	 Family size: crude number of family mem
bers living within same household and then 
divide into four categories. 

% 

Cate~ories 

2 
No. % No. 

3 
% 

65.7 
15.7 
61.7 
51.0 
57.7 
55.0 
3.3 

103 
253 
115 
147 
26 
134 
37 

34.3 
84.3 
38.3 
49.0 
8.7 

44.7 
12.3 

101 
I 

253 

33.7 
0.3 

84.3 

10.7 
14.3 
36.7 

122 
163 
133 

40.7 
54.3 
44.3 

146 
94 
57 

48.7 
31.3 
1t>.0 

53.0 
40.7 
78.0 
69.3 
67.0 
79.7 
19.3 

141 
178 
66 
92 
72 
60 
157 

47.0 
59.3 
22.0 
30.7 
24.0 
20.0 
52.3

27 
I 

85 

9.0 
0.3 

28.3 

30.3 
17.3 
35.0 

151 
145 
92 

50.3 
48.3 
30.7 

58 
103 
IQ3 

19.3 
34.3 
34.3 

51.0 147 49.0 

•	 No. of family members working in agricul
ture: crude number ,of family members 
working in agriculture. 

•	 Organizations membership: measured by 
type bf membership in local social organi
zations and their participation in its meet
ings, then gathered in a total value and di
vided into -four categories (not member, 
limited membership, medium and high 
membership). 

•	 Years of experience in agriculture work: . 
measured by crude number of years of ex
perience. 

•	 Culture cosmopolitness: measured by: lis
tening to radio agricultural programs, TV 
agricultural programs, reading newspapers, 
extension pamphlets etc. and a scale of four 
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units was used (always, sometimes, rarely, 
no) given a numeric code (4, 3, 2, 1) conse
quently and gathered in a total value, then 
divided into three categories. 

•	 Geographic cos01opolitness: measured by 
frequent visits !c other places out their vil
lage e.g. district "markaz", governorate 
capital etc. a scale of four units was used 
(always, sometimes, rarely, no) given a 
numeric code (4, 3, 2, 1) consequently and 
gathered in a total value, then divided into 
three categories. 

•	 Destiny faith: measured by a group of nega
tive and positive statements that reflect 
farmers' believes towards their lives, a 
scale of three units was used (agree, neutral, 
disagree) given a numeric code (3, 2, J) 
consequently and gathered in a total value. 

•	 Leadership: measured by a group of state
ments that renect tilrmers' tendency to
wards leadership and participation in their 
community needs and problems, a scale of 
four units was used (always, sometimes, 
rarely. no) given a numeric code (4, 3, 2, 1) 
consequently and gathered in a total value. 

•	 Land distribution (in one piece/ frag
mented): measured by identifying whether 
their land is within same piece of land or 
fragmented, a scale of two units was used 
(in one piece/ fragmented), and given a 
numeric code (2, I) consequently. 

•	 Environmental damage degree: measured 
by a group of '1egative and positive state
ments that reflects the impact of canceling 
crop rotation on the environment. A scale 
of three units was used (agree, neutral, dis
agree) given a numeric code (3, 2, I) con
sequently and gathered in a total value. 

•	 Economic production relationships within· 
rural families and among farmers: include 
the following variables: land owr,ership 
measured on a scale of two units (same, di
vided among family members) given a nu
meric code (2, I) consequently, irrigation 
processes on a scale of two units (everyone 
takes his turn, there are problems on irriga
tion priorities) given a numeric code (2, 1) 
consequently, production measured on a 
scale of two units (similar production in 
same piece of land, different production in 
same piece of land) given a numeric code 
(2, I) consequently, biological control 
measured on a scale of two units organized, 
not organized) given a numeric code (2, I) 

consequently, marketing measured on a 
scale of three units (cooperative, competi
tive, independent) given a numeric code (3, 
2, I) consequently, production inputs meas
ured on a scale of two units (cooperative 
with family members, alone) given a nu
meric code (2, I) consequently, finally ag
ricultural processes measured on a scale of 
three units (cooperative, competitive, con
flict) given a numeric code ~3, 2, 1) conse
quently, besides a group of positive and 
negative statements reflects the economic 
impact in general e.g. everyone now is free 
to cultivate his own crops, marketing prob
lems increased after cancellation, the most 
important thing in economic liberalization 
that they cancelled crop rotation etc. and 
gathered in one value. 

•	 Pattern of social relationships within rural 
families and among farmers: measured 011 a 
scale of three units (cooperative, competi
tive, conflict) and each pattern was divided 
into three scales (high, medium. low) giwn 
a numeric code (3, 2, I) consequently. 

Geographic field and sampling 

The study was carried out in both Sharkia and 
Menia governorates, as they represent one of the 
two biggest governorates in cultivated areas. The 
governorates were ranked to three categories ac
cording to the cultivated areas, though Sharkia 
governorate was selected representing second 
category in Lower Egypt governorates and Menia 
governorate representing second category in Up
per Egypt governorates, as the cultivated areas in 
Sharkia was about 794592 Feddans and in Menia 
about 483280 Feddans. In the same way two dis
tricts "markazes" were chosen·, "Menia AI-Kamh" 
from Sharkia and "Samalout'; from Menla then 
two Villages were chosen randomly "Teb.:n" from 
Menia AI-KaIRh markaz and "Talah" from Menia 
markaz. 
The sample was randomly withdrawn from agri
culture land ownership lists in the agriculture co
operatives and sample size reached 300 farmers 
(150 from each village). 

Data collection tools 

A personal interview questionnaire was used to 
collect data from farmers after testing its validity 
during (October-December) 2004. besides secon
dary data. 
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Statistical analysis methods 

The following statistical methods were used: 
Pearson simple correlation coefficient, analysis of 
variance, multi-correlative regression analysis 
"stepwise", frequencies and percentages. 

Study's Hypotheses 

In order to achieve vbjectives 2 and 3 the fol
lowing theoretical hypotheses were formed: 

I.	 There is a relationship between economic 
production relationships and patterns of so
cial relationships within the rural families 
and farmers commitment degree to crop ro
tation (dependent variable) in study's sam
ple. 

2.	 There is a relationship between economic 
production relationships and patterns of so
cial relationships among farmers and their 
commitment degree to crop rotation (de
pendent variable) in study's sample. 

3.	 There' is a relationship between studied in
dependent variables and farmers commit
ment degree to crop rotation (dependent 
variable) in study's sample. 

The following statistical hypotheses were 
formed: 

I.	 The first statistical hypothesis tests the first 
theoretical hypothesis, as eleven (1-11) sta
tistical hypotheses were deducted reflected 
in the following statement: "no relationship 
between economic production relationships 
within rural families (land ownership, irri
gation processes, production, biological 
control, marketing; production inputs, agri
culturt: processes,and economic impact) 
and farmer's commitment degree to crop 
rotation (dependent variable). 

2.	 The second statistical hypothesis tests the 
second theoretical hypothesis, as ele\'en 
(12-23) statistical hypotheses were de
ducted reflected in the following statement: 
"nq relationship between economic produc
tion relationships among farmers (land 
ownership, irrigation processes, production, 
biological control, marketing, production 
inputs, agricultural processes, and eco
nomic impact) and farmer's commitment 
degree to crop rotation (dependeilt vari
able). 

3.	 The third statistical hypothesis tests the 
third theoretical hypothesis, as eleven (24
38) statistical hypotheses were deducted re

flected in the following statement: "no rela
tionship between independent personal 
characteristics (educational status, age, ag
ricultural land ownership, agricultural ma
chinery ownership, animal ownership, fam
ily size, no. of family members working in 
agriculture, organizations membership, 
years of experience in agriculture work, 
culture cosmopolitness, geographic cos
mopolitness, destiny faith, leadership, land 
distribution (in one piece/ fragmented), en
vironmental damage degree) and economic 
impact) and farmer's commitment degree to 
crop rotation (dependent variable). 

Study's Findings 

First: Sample consistency 

Analysis of variance was used to identifY06am
pie consistency within the two studied gover
norates, results revealed no significant differences 
between the samples in both governorates, as "F" 
ratio valued 0.891 at significant level of 0.661, 
which means that the studied sample was consid
ered as one consistent sample in regard of its char
acteristics and studied phenomena which reflects 
same attention and responses regardless the geo
graphic area particularly in old lands. 

Second: Study objective I: 

The first objective is concerned with forming 
an indicator to measure farmers' commitment de
gree to crop rotation (dependent variable).The 
following variables were used to form the meas
urement indicator: frequent visits to services cen
ters before / after cancellation of crop rotation 
(y I), farmers' attitudes towards agriculture exten
sion before / after cancellation of crop rotation 
(y2), applying the recent non-obligatory crop rota-

o tion (y3), satisfaction upon economic liberaliza
, tion policy (y4), novelty degree (Y5). A correlative 

relationship"was found between indicator's com
ponents, except one variable y3, as y I, y2 and y5 
were significant at 0.0 I while y4 was significant at 
0.05. 

The results of Step-wise analysis (Table 2) to 
test the significant of indicator's components 
showed significance in the statistical model that 
includes four variables: yI, y4, y2 and y5 rela
tively. The adjusted determination coefficient (R2) 
valued 0.99, which means that the four variables 
explain about 99% of total variance in dependent 
variable and about 1% of this variance can be re
lated to other variables. 

Annals Agric. Sci., ~2(2), 2007 
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Table 2. Statistical model variables by stepwise analysis 

Step Variables R 
Adjusted 

R2 
Explained 

variance 
"F" ratio ., 

Frequent visits to services centers (y I) .791 .625 .625 499.318 

2 
Satisfaction upon economic liberalization 

policy (y4) 

.912 .831 .206 737.214 

3 
Farmers' attitudes 

extension (y2) 

towards agriculture .994 .987 .156 7641.919 

4 Novelty degree (y5) .999 .999 .012 51515.325 
Source: study's sam~le 

• signilicant on .000 

Third: Study objective 2 

The second objective is concerned with identi
fication of differences between economic produc
tion relationship and social relationship patterns 
within the rural families from one hand, and 
among farmers from another hand resulting from 
changing the crop rotation commitment pattern. 

In regard of testing the first theoretical hy
pothesis and its derived statistical hypothesis (I
11), results of Pearson simple correlation coeffi
cient (Table 3) indicated opposite correlative rela
tionship between the following independent vari
ables within the rural families' land ownership, 
production, bi(>\c.gical control, marketing, produc
tion IfIputs and farmers' commitment degree to 
crop rotation (dependent variable) at 0.01. Thi~ 

could be due to farmers with big land holdings are 

freer in cultivating cash crops with high productiv
ity and market it as one bulk easily than small pro
duction which lack its market large areas which 
consequently need less effort and labor. 

The results also revealed opposite correlative 
relationship at 0.0 I between social relationship 
patterns within rural families (cooperation, con
flict, competition), which could be attributed to 
the less committed farmers to crop rotation {he 
more cooperation, conflict, competition reIJtlon·· 
ships rules. as cooperation can be found In produc
tion and its inputs through exchanging experi
ences, while contlict exist in irrigation prionties. 
biological control, as crops varies in its need" 
from irrigation amount and pesticides and fertiliz
ers, but competition can be in marketing Though, 
that means to reject the statistical null hypothesIs 
and accept the alternative one. 

Table 3. Pearson simple correlation coefficient values for economic production relationships and social 
relationship patterns within rural families 

VariableI Variable
Signifi

Correlation 

coefficient 

Correlation 

coefficient Sign i ticance 
cance 

value value 

Economic production rela Social rc!ration 

tionships: patterns: 

Land ownership .000-0.261 • Cooperation -0.218 • .000 
Irrigation processes .718-0.021 Competition -0.261 • .000 
Production .000-0.269 • conflict O. J 55 • .007 
Biological control .000-0.308 • 
Marketing .000-0.297 • 
Production inputs .0000.229 • 
Agricultural Processes .8980.007 

Economic impact .956-0.003 . 
Source: study's sample 
• signa/icant on 0.01 
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In regard of testing the second theoretical hy
pothesis and its derived statistical hypothesis (12
23), results of Pearson simple correlation coeffi
cient (Table 4) indicated opposite correlative rela
tionship between the following independent vari
ables among farmers: irrigation processes, produc
tion, marketing and farmers' commitment degree 
to crop rotation (dependent variable) at 0.0 I. This 
could mean that the less farmers commitment to 
crop rotation, the more irrigation processes, pro
duction and marketing increase, could be due to 
high production which as mentioned before easily 
marketed in one bulk than small production and 
irrigation ~roccss al'i: easily done and everyone 
free to cultivate crops that gives profits, 

which couldn't be achieved if committed to crop 
rotation. 

The results also revealed opposite correlative 
relationship at 0.0 I between social relationship 
patterns among farmers (cooperation, conflict, 
competition), which could be attributed to the less 
committed farmers to crop rotation the more coop
eration, conflict relationships rules, as cooperation 
can be found in production and its inputs through 
exchanging experiences, while conflict exist in 
irrigation priorities, biological control, as crops 
varies in its needs from irrigation amount and pes
ticides and fertilizers. Though, that means to reject 
the statistical null hypothesis and accept the alter
native one. 

Table 4. Pearson simple correlation coefficient values for economic production relationships and social 
relationship patterns among farmers 

\ 

. 
Variable 

Correla
tion coef

ficient 
value 

Signifi
cance 

Variable 
Correlation coef

ficient value 
Significance 

Economic production Social rela
relationships: tion patterns: 
Land ownership -0.034 .553 Cooperation -0.143 .013 • 
Irrigation processes 0.196 • .001 Competition -0.075 .198 
Production -0.179 • .002 conflict 0.167 .004 • 
Biological control -0.006 .921 
Marketing -0.191 • .001 
Production inputs 0.018 .762 
Agricultural Processes -0.016 .786 
Economic impact -0.003 .956 

Source: study sample 
• signiticant on 0.01 

Forth: Study objective 3: The third objective is 
concerned with identification of impact of per
sonal characteristics on farmers' commitment de
gree to crop rotat!C'!' (dependent variable). It was 
tested by the third theoretical hypothesis and its 
derived statistical hypothesis (23-38), results of 
Pearson simple correlation coefficient (Table 5) 
indicated opposite correlative relationship between 
the following independent variables: agricultural 
land ownership, agricultural machinery ownership, 
animal ownership, family size, organizations 
membership, geographic cosmopolitness and 
farmers' commitment degree to crop rotation (de
pendent variable) at 0.0 I. That means the more 
farmers possess agricultural land, agricultural ma
chinery ownership, animal ownership, big family 
size, high organizations membership and geo

graphic cosmopolitncss, the less commitment they 
are to crop rotation. _ 

This could be due to biglill1d areas give larm
o els more opportunity to cultivate varieties which 
give high I'Joductivity and more protitable. be
sides marketing directly to merchandise and re
ceiving their profits in one allotment not in in
stallment like the case when selling to the gov
ernment. In regard of organization membership 
and geographic cosmopolitness, as it helps farmers 
to increase their awareness of productivity re
quirements and market demands which enables 
him to know the cash and export crops that gives 
him profits that eventually improves their families 
livelihoods. 

Whereas, the relationship was direct between 
environmental damage degree and dependent vari-
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able, which means the more farmers committed to 
crop rotation the more environmental harm exists. 
This could be due to having rotated cropping pat
terns on same piece of land, leads in long term to 
deteriorate soil fertility that affect its productivity 
in future. The other studied variables showed no 
significance. 

The results of Step-wise analysis to test the 
signilicant of studied independent personal charac
teristics variables which proved its significance, 
showed significance in the statistical model from 
first step, that includes the following seven vari
ables: agricultural land ownership (x4), agricul
tural machinery ownership (x7), animal ownership 
(x8), organizations membership (xl3), geographic 
cosmopolitness (x; 5j, ... nvironmental damage de
gree (x30), family size, relatively. The adjusted 
determInation coefficient (R2) valued 0.149 and 
"F" ralio valued 9.742 (significant at 0.000) which 
means that the seven variables explain about 15% 
of total variance in dependent variable and about 
85% of this" variance can be related to other vari
ables. 

Fifth: Study objective 4 

The forth objective is concerned with identili
cation of farmers suggesti()n~ regarding crop rota
tion, as results revealed that about 61.3% of total 
sample demanded the return ()f ~rop rotation with 

new mechanisms (Table 6), while about 38.7%, 
were against return of crop rotation. Table (6) 
shows that the most important suggested mecha
nisms from farmers point of view can be summa
rized as follows: raising /armers awareness 
through meeting and extension programs, provide 
fertilizers with reasonable prices, no governmental 
interference in selling crops, paying more attention 
to mechanical control through ministry of agricul
ture. regulate supervision over seeds and fertiliz
ers, organize and divide land areas to ease biologi
cal control and spraying. paying more attention to 
marketing Issues and open new markets for Egyp
tian agricultural products. urganize meetings with 
relevant authorities to exchange experience~; 

around production improvement and maintain soil 
fertility, unify rent value per feddan, form an asso
ciation among farmers in same land areas to culti
vate same crops i.e. conduct crop rotation of their 
own, consider farmers needs to cultivate profitable 
crops and fits with market dellldnd. provide fod
ders, reduce production CllSb (labors. land rem), 
paying more attention to agriculture extensionests. 
consider farmers opinions ""hen 01 ganiLing crop 
rotation, find new cooperation mechanism be
tween farmers dnd study ccnters, agricultural co
operatives and extension should pay more atten
tion to farmers and provide serVices, form agricul
tural cooperatives among fanners and finally, es· 
tablish a collective system lor crops. 

Table 5. Pearson Simple corcdalll)ll coefficient values for studied independent variahks 

Variable Correlation coeffi- Signifi- Variahle 
I.:ient value cance 

--_._-----_._----~_ _----_._~._•. ...._.... ...... 
i Age • 104 071 OrganlL.lul·lls 

memberslllp 
Educallonal status 043 .459 Cultun: CIlS

1ll0polilllCSS 
Agricultural land llwner- - 37') " .000 Geograpll1l.. cos

! ship IllOpOII tness,.IYears of expcncnl.:c III -003 955 Leadership
Iagriculture W<:::K 

Land distribution (In one -.092 .003 Destiny faith 
piece! fragmented) 
Agricultural machinery -.254 " 000 Family sIze 
ownership 
Animal ownership -.224 • .000 No. of family 

members workll1g 
in agriculture
 

Environmental damage .196· .001
 
de'rec
 

Cllrrelatlon I.:od~ 

..licient va~~~ 

. 173 • 

-.052 

-.200· 

-.032 

-.003 

-.077 

-.167" 

Sigl1i!ic~lIcc' 

. . .__._' 
00:' 

.366 

.IlU I 

.)lib 

.%1 

186 

004 

Source: study sample 
• signilicant on 0.0 I 
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Table 6. The most important suggested mechanisms to return crop rotation from farmers' point of view 
ranked according to percentages 

Mechanisms Frequencies % 

Form agricultural cooperatives among farmers 
Reduce production costs 
Agricultural cooperatives and extension should pay more attention to 
farmers 
Provide fertilizers with reasonable prices 
Raising farmers awareness through meeting and extension programs 
Consider farmers needs to cultivate profitable crops 
Organize meetings with relevant authorities to exchange experiences 
Establish a collective system for crops 
Consider farmers opinions when organizing crop rotation 
Pay more attention to agriculture extensionests 
No governmental interference in selling crops 
Provide fouriers 
Pay more attention to marketing issues 
Pay more attention to mechanical control 
Regulate supervision over seeds and fertilizers 
Organize an"d divide land areas to ease biological control and spraying 
Unify rent value per fed dan 
Find new cooperation mechanism between farmers and study centers 
Total 

47 20.2 .
 
37 15.8
 
27 11.5
 

24 10.30 
23 9.8 
18 7.7 
15 6.5 
15 6.5 
10 4.3 
4 1.7 
3 1.2 
3 1.2 
2 0.8 I'~
I 0.5
 
I 0.5
 
I 0.5
 
I 0.5
 
I 0.5
 

233 100
 
Source: study's sample 
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